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Baby I, like to close my eyes sometimes and fantasize
About all of the freaky things I wanna do
Know what you're up to girl, I'm on to you
Oh, oh, I am hypnotized, every time I look you in those
pretty eyes
Hate it girl, you make me wanna reach into my pocket
For my money or my wallet, so that we can get in
touch... 
Oh, oh, drunken love uhu, drinken love, 
Baby live for the moment, 
Drunken love
So take a shot, shot, shot of patron with me
Bet you'll start moving your body uncontrollably
You'll be the life of the party if you roll with me
Another round on me, baby

Hey, baby,... you got me glued,... really know it
... fuck it I am high for you,... and I want it
Look at what I bought for you... 
Go and do what you gotta do... 
Girl this... apetite, you be ready and willing
And that's quite alright, staring at me like I'm the one
tonight

Girl, oh, oh, feeling's mutual
Girl my mental's on the physical
I'm thinking we should get to bathroom for a quickie... 
Oh, oh, drunken love, uhu, drunken love
Baby live for the moment, uhu
Drunken love
So take a shot, shot, shot of patron with me
Bet you'll start moving your body uncontrollably
You'll be the life of the party if you roll with me
Another round on me, baby

Hey, baby,... you got me glued,... really know it
... fuck it I am high for you,... and I want it
Look at what I bought for you... 
Go and do what you gotta do... 
Go ahead and fill the cup
Baby don't you be afraid that you don't get enough
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... like everything is great... 
Let's do it again baby
Go ahead and fill the cup
Baby don't you be afraid that you don't get enough
... like everything is great... 
Let's do it again baby
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